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The article’s revisionist purpose is to develop a historical and theological justifica-

tion of the official “adoptionist” doctrine of the eighth-century Church of Toledo un-

der Muslim dominion against the positions of Migetius, both often qualified as “he-

retical”. This more inner-Iberian perspective is indeed a somewhat neglected point 

of view in the rich research literature on “Adoptionism” which in general was and 

still is more focussed on Toledo’s and Urgell’s international conflict with the Frank-

ish Church of Charlemagne and his theologians. Nevertheless the “national” conflict 

lines, addressed in the article, have already been discussed in more recent interna-

tional research which is widely missing in this article, whose pertaining parts are 

bibliographically outdated, safe for Cavadini’s well-known and internationally re-

ceived monograph from 1993. The reviewer is missing here e.g. the more recent ob-

servations published by Theresia Hainthaler, Dominique Urvoy and Peter Bruns on 

the intrinsic relationship between Migetius’s positions and Elipandus’s and Felix of 

Urgell’s “Adoptionism”, who have reflected this conflict in terms of defining a Chris-

tian position towards what was becoming “Islam” (or its doctrine) in late eighth-

century Iberia (Hainthaler 1997; Urvoy 1997; Bruns 2014). While the efforts to 

identify Migetius’s theological positions and their social implementation through 

their qualification as “heretical” are laudable, it is curious to see that the article does 

not problematize in detail the Muslim presence in al-Andalus as the central socio-

religious problem for the Hispanic Christian Church to find a theologically and reli-

giously convincing and unitary response to it, since we know at least some details of 

Migetius’s doctrine, e.g. that he was strictly against mixed couples of Christians and 

Muslims and even against table fellowship with Muslims, contents already discussed 

in previous research, but not quoted by the author (Urvoy 1983, pp. 426–428; Mil-

let-Gérard 1984, p. 193; Cavadini 1993, pp. 10–23). The paper’s focus on the period’s 

perception of “heresies” is certainly correct and deserves praise, but it should not 

drop the growing presence of a new religious movement as the very reason for the 

imminent danger of disunity or even disintegration of the Hispanic Christian Church, 



which became apparent in the conflict between Elipandus and Beatus of Liébana 

(and the Asturian Church) too. 

 

A further significant weakness of the article is the non-consideration of already ex-

isting more recent publications on specific aspects mentioned – whether this hap-

pened for linguistic reasons remains unclear. At least some additions should be 

given here: For a better understanding of the role of Wilchar of Sens’s ecclesiastical 

politics and Egila’s role as a wandering and preaching bishop in the Iberian Penin-

sula, one has to quote, beside the old, but still useful special contribution by Donald 

A. Bullough, also Stephan Vanderputten’s more recent article who presents a wider, 

since comparative panorama (Vanderputten 2001). On the qualification of the per-

taining letters in the Codex Carolinus, Achim Thomas Hack has published a monu-

mental monograph on this famous papal letter collection which should always be 

consulted when dealing with the relationship between the popes and the Carolingi-

ans (Hack 2006–2007). Finally, for the Acts of Nicaea II the author should quote the 

new critical edition by Erich Lamberz (Lamberz 2008–2016) and likewise for the 

Collection of Capitularies by Ansegis (not: Ansegisis) of St Wandrille the new one by 

Gerhard Schmitz (Schmitz 1996). 
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